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1. Conditions of Entry (a) By entering this competition entrants accept these Terms and Conditions.
(b) Entry is open to Australian residents aged 18 years or older.
(c) Employees of theGreatTipOff Pty Ltd trading as theGreatTipOff ("GTO"), and their immediate families and the suppliers and agencies associated 
with this competition are ineligible to enter.
(d) Eligible participants can enter the competition via the GTO website. 
(e) Participants must have a GTO account to enter.
(f ) The competition is free to enter.
(g) Only one contestant per household is eligible to participate in the competition. If there is more than one contestant registered in the household 
who have tipped within a calendar month, than both members in the household are ineligible for a prize.
(h) Contestants finishing in a position qualifying for a prize will be called on their registered mobile phone number and may be required to confirm 
certain details relating to their tipping account. GTO reserves the right to withhold prizes where responses indicate that the GTO account is not 
used by the phone account owner.
(i) GTO reserves the right to refuse participation in the competition to any person . GTO will communicate this decision to the person via a SMS 
message to their mobile phone, an email or both.

2. Key dates (a) Each competition lasts for one calendar month ("Competition Term") i.e. 1st day of a given month until the final day of that month
(b) Eligible participants may enter the monthly competition at any time. Participants can enter their tips when race fields are available on the GTO 
website.

3. Registration (a) To enter the competition, an eligible person must register at the GTO website during the period of entry.
(b) Only one entrant per household may register. Multiple entrants per household are not permitted to enter the competition.
(c) Any participant with more than one entry (multiple GTO accounts) will be disqualified.
(d) When registering as a new GTO account holder, entrants must accurately complete all details in the online account creation form and must 
specify a valid username and password which they will use when participating in the competition ("GTO Account").
(e) Entrants are solely responsible for any activity that occurs in relation to their GTO Account. Entrants must keep details of their GTO Account 
secure and must notify GTO immediately of any breach of security or unauthorised use of a GTO Account. GTO will not be liable for any loss to 
entrants caused by unauthorised use of an entrant’s GTO Account.



4. Submitting tips

(a) The competition involves registered entrants submitting at least 30 Resulting Tips within the Competition Term, in accordance with these Terms 
and Conditions. A Resulting Tip means a tip which has an outcome i.e. it does not include a tip for a horse which is scratched or a horse in a race 
which has been abandoned. 
(b) An entrant is able to tip on any horse race which is shown in the Bet & Tip menu option at the Bet/Tip entry page available on the GTO website. 
The competition does not include tips for greyhound or harness racing events,.
(c) Tips may only be submitted using the online process which entrants can access by logging onto the GTO website with their GTO Account.
(d) Entrants may only tip on win outcomes. 

5. Odds
(a) Odds used to calculate a participant's score are those displayed as "Best Tote" odds for a race's official results at Ladbrokes.com.au. Odds 
appearing at the time the Resulting Tip is entered into the system are not used to determine a participant's score.
(b) All odds correspond with the official bookmaker odds offered by Ladbrokes.com.au pursuant to its bookmaker licence. 
(c) The calculation methods and other information used by Ladbrokes.com.au in determining odds will not be disclosed to entrants. The 
determination of odds by Ladbrokes.com.au is final and binding on all entrants, and no correspondence will be entered into regarding odds.

6. Rankings

(a) Following each Resulting Tip, a participant's Profit on Turnover ("POT") will be determined based on the following calculation: Collective return 
from all Resulting Tips in the month using Best Tote odds using a fictituous $1 bet, divided by the number of tips placed in the month.  The POT will 
be displayed as a percentage.
(b) Participants will be ranked each month based on their POT. The higher the POT, the higher the ranking. 

7. Determination of 
winners

(a) The participant with the highest POT at midnight on the final day of the month will be determined the winner. There will also be prizes for 2nd, 
3rd, 4th and 5th place. 
(b) These winners will be determined at 10am (AEST) on the first day of the month after the Competition Term at the offices of GTO (2/55 Falcon 
Street, Crows Nest NSW).

(c) In the event of any two or more winners having the same POT (ie a tie), prizes will be split. The following rules apply:
the prize splitting process will be such that where there is a tie for any place (1st place, 2nd place etc) the prize for that place and prize for the next 
lower place will be combined, and each of the tied winners will receive an equal split of the combined prize. For example, where there is a tie 
between two winners for the 1st prize, the 1st and 2nd prizes will be combined (to total $750 in cash) and each of the two winners will then receive 
half of the combined prize (ie $375 in cash).

(d) Entrants who are classed as media tipsters, shown by their employer's name against their tipping account name are not eligible for prizes.

8. Winner notification 
and publication of results

(a) Within 5 working days of the determination of winners per section 8 above, GTO will contact each winning participant via phone (mobile 
number used to register GTO account) to inform them of their prize. Cash deposits for prizes will be madeinto the participant's GTO Account within 
7 days of the participant recieving the phone call from GTO. 

(b) Each participant's POT will be available on the Tipster Leaderboard on the GTO website, which will reveal the order of the winning participants. 



9. Prizes
(a) There are 5 cash prizes available for each monthly competition. These prizes are only awarded to users who join the site. They are not offered to 
tipsters from the media who information is entered by GTO staff.

(b) Prizes for 1st through to 5th position are as follows.

1st:   $500
2nd:  $250
3rd:  $125
4th:  $75
5th:  $50

(c) Prizes will be deposited into winning participant's GTO Account, which can be withdrawn as cash into a designated bank account.
(c ) Prizes are not transferable.
(f) Prize values are in Australian dollars, based on recommended retail prices, include GST and are correct at time of printing. GTO accepts no 
responsibility for any variation in the value of the prize.

10. Total prize value The total prize value on offer for each monthly competition is up to $1,000.



11. Unclaimed prizes

Should any prize remain unclaimed after 3 months of a winner being determined, GTO may disqualify that winner and award the prize to the next 
entrant immediately below in ranking. Winners of any unclaimed prizes will be notified by telephone and in writing within 2 days of being 
determined. 

12. Promoter details
GTO is theGreatTipOff Pty Ltd (ABN 48 140 182 609) of 2/55 Falcon Street, NSW 2065  This competition and the website at 
www.thegreattipoff.com are both operated by GTO under permit number LTPS/19/31831 

13. Miscellaneous
(a) Information regarding prizes and how to enter forms part of these Terms and Conditions.
(b) Failure by GTO to enforce any of its rights under these Terms and Conditions at any stage does not constitute a waiver of those rights.
(c) GTO reserves the right, at any time, to verify the validity of entries and entrants (including an entrant's identity, age, place of residence and proof 
of purchase). Proof of identification, age, residency and entry considered suitable for verification is at the discretion of GTO.
(d) GTO and its associated agencies and companies involved in this competition will take no responsibility for prizes damaged or lost in transit. 
Once a prize has left GTO's premises, GTO will not be responsible for any delay or failure to deliver, or damage caused to the prize during transit.
(e)GTO reserves the right to refuse to allow a winner to take part in any or all aspects of the prize if GTO determines, in its absolute discretion, that a 
winner is not in the mental or physical condition necessary to be able to safely participate in the prize.
(f) GTO reserves the right in its sole discretion to disqualify any individual who it has reason to believe has breached any of these Terms and 
Conditions, or engaged in any unlawful or other improper misconduct calculated to jeopardise the fair and proper conduct of the competition, 
including by registering for this competition more than once. GTO's legal rights to recover damages or other compensation from such an offender 
are reserved.
(g) If this competition is interfered with in any way or is not capable of being conducted as reasonably anticipated due to any reason beyond the 
reasonable control of GTO, GTO reserves the right, in its sole discretion and to the full extent permitted by law, but subject to any written 
directions from a regulatory authority, to modify, suspend, terminate or cancel the competition as appropriate.



(h) Except for any liability that cannot be excluded by law, GTO (including its directors, officers, employees and agents) excludes all liability 
(including negligence), for any personal injury, or any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity), whether direct, indirect, special or 
consequential, arising in any way out of the competition, including, but not limited to, where arising out of the following: any technical difficulties 
or equipment malfunction (whether or not under GTO's control); any theft, unauthorised access or third party interference; any entry or prize claim 
that is late, lost, altered, damaged or misdirected (whether or not after their receipt by GTO) due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of 
GTO; any variation in prize value to that stated in these Terms and Conditions; any tax liability incurred by the winner or entrant; any prize or 
participation in or use of any prize.

(i) By participating in this competition, each entrant assigns copyright (including future copyright) in and to any entry submitted by such entrant 
and, to the extent permitted by law, waives his or her moral rights in respect of same. Each entrant warrants to GTO that his or her entry does not 
infringe the intellectual property rights of any person. Personal information provided by entrants will be used by GTO for the purpose of 
conducting this competition and otherwise in accordance with entrants’ consent. GTO may disclose entrants’ personal information to its 
contractors and agents in relation to this competition. GTO’s privacy policy is available at https://www.thegreattipoff.con/info/Privacy.


